CSX is focused on moving forward fast and looking for talented candidates to quickly get onboard and help power us forward. Our Internship Programs are a great way to gain firsthand experience about our company, our culture, and the significant impact we make on the American economy. An internship at CSX will challenge and stretch you, give you the opportunity to develop as a professional, and decide if our Fortune 500 company is where you could see yourself beginning a rewarding career. Internships are offered in various departments within the organization, including:

- Information Technology
- Finance
- Controller’s Group
- Properties Group
- Public Affairs & Legal
- Network Modeling
- Sales & Marketing
- Car Management
- Procurement & Supply Chain
- Intermodal Terminals
- Operations

To view and apply, visit csx.com/careers.
Delivering exceptional financial and operating results by continually improving our service product. CSX is moving freight efficiently across the network, achieving record operating and safety levels and delivering an unparalleled customer experience.

Empowering employees and first responders to improve railroad safety through extensive training, continual reinforcement of safety rules and protocols and substantial investment in technology and infrastructure.

Promoting diversity of thought through engagement experiences and groups such as the ABLE Disability Inclusion Group, the African American Inclusion Group, and the Women’s Interchange Inclusion Group.

Focusing on energy efficient transportation solutions, enabling our trains to move 1 ton of freight nearly 500 miles on a single gallon of fuel.

Reinforcing our commitment to the communities we serve through employee volunteer events and community service grants, dollar-for-dollar employee contribution matches and in-kind donations.